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An elephant 
runs on cloud
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Background



Background

File sizes increase rapidly 

File formats are much more 
complicated

Text :a few KBs

Blu ray video:50 GB



Background
Machine has many limitation

CPU clock rate, I/O time, Bandwidth,storage

Run something parallel is the best solution

Single Google Query uses 1000 machines in 0.2 seconds

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6x0cAzQ7PVs&feature=player_embedded#!

I put all the data in memory.

http://www.labnol.org/internet/search/google-query-uses-1000-machines/7433/
http://www.labnol.org/internet/search/google-query-uses-1000-machines/7433/


One of our ideas:
Giving a video frame, find it from the video database
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application is also 
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Background

but.....

buying expansive 
facilities is expansive

Develop a parallel 
application is also 
difficult

...

I make development 
simple

I reduce the cost

In this term, we focus on 
understanding these 

technologies.



Cloud



Cloud is

Elastic

Reduce cost

a IT resource service through network



Reduce cost

Pay as you go

Fast response

No maintenance cost

Prices and specification of AWS

http://www.uswitch.com/broadband/pay-as-you-go-broadband/
http://www.uswitch.com/broadband/pay-as-you-go-broadband/


Easy to use



Easy to use



Cloud application

Run our
 applications there

Why use cloud?
-Use a large resource pool

-Scalability
-Reduce cost
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Eucalyptus are compatible to Amazon Web Service

Eucalyptus enable us to have a private cloud

Private cloud is a group of technology:

Intel’s VT-x ,   KVM,  xen,  Virtio.....



Structure of Eucalyptus

Controller nodes



Our private cloud
We built a tiny private 
cloud to understand the 
characteristics of cloud and 
Hadoop



Ubuntu running Hadoop in Cloud

VNC play a role as display

Our cloud’s configuration



Eucalyptus+Hadoop

Allocate any number of virtual machines (elastic)
Instance are independent to others.

Put Hadoop on them
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Eucalyptus+Hadoop

Allocate any number of virtual machines (elastic)
Instance are independent to others.

Put Hadoop on them

Hadoop

An software layer to run 
a parallel application



Demo 1

Start up Hadoop.







Eucalyptus is useful

Reduce the time to start up a large application

Environment is similar to host

Run many applications at the same time.



Performance Test(Stand alone)

1.3X overall Time(76%)

1.12X user time(89%)

1.6X system time(62.5%)

1.47X IO time(68%)

OverAll
User Time

System time
I/O TIme*Shorter is faster

Physcial Machine
Virtual Machine
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Performance Test(run two process at the same time)

OverAllUser Time
System time

I/O TIme

Physcial Machine
Virtual machine

＊Shorter is faster

2.3 X IO time(43%)
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Performance Test
(Pure computation , memory access & bandwidth)

Computation Memory access Bandwidth

97.5% 76% ~50%
(~20MBytes/s)



Start up time

5GB ~10mins

10GB~20MINS

AWS ~ 2 mins

faster network



Advantage of using Eucalyptus

Fast system set up

make general resource 
shareable

reduce cost

Support many platform



Weakness Eucalyptus

Performance trades off

Instance can’t be saved

Slow instance start up

Need a large resource pool

Runing large scale application on public cloud is a good 
solution









Terasort	  Benchmark:
100 TB in 173 minutes 
3452 nodes x (2 Quadcore Xeons, 8 GB  memory, 4 SATA)  

Facebook:
4 TB of compressed new data added per day
135TB of compressed data scanned per day

Size:
4800 cores, 5.5 PetaBytes storage
12 TB per node



•Store	  and	  process	  Petabyte	  	  of	  Data
•Handle	  frequent	  hard	  drive	  failure
•Have	  efficient	  I/O	  in	  large	  scale	  of	  data



•Store	  and	  process	  Petabyte	  	  of	  Data
•Handle	  frequent	  hard	  drive	  failure
•Have	  efficient	  I/O	  in	  large	  scale	  of	  data

Stores all metadata In RAM and HDD

Secondary 
namenode



Heartbeats RebalancerBlock	  Placement

Data	  Correctness Data	  Pipelining



JobTracker

TaskTracker TaskTracker TaskTracker TaskTracker

•One JobTracker
•Many TaskTrackers



•Automatic parallelization and distribution

•Fault‐tolerance

•Backup Tasks









Pilot	  applicaGons

•WordCount

•Image Edge detection

•Md5 Calculation

•Video Conversion







WordCount

Test on I/O of HDFS
Full function of MapReduce
Map,Reduce,Combine,Sort

a     3001
the  2023
as    240
….



Edge detection
Normal network traffic
Normal I/O  access on HDFS



Md5 Calculation
•Frequently appending text to file in HDFS
•Low network traffic



Video conversion

only uses the Mappers and I/O of HDFS. 
High network traffic

using the FFmpeg library



Conclusion on Hadoop

•Write once read many access model

•Good in Scalability 

•Not efficient for computation intensive jobs

•Fault-tolerance in both HDFS/MapReduce

•Easy parallelization(coding and deploying)

•Easy large-scale computations



Why  Hadoop needs to run in Cloud

• Flexible in Hadoop cluster managements
"
• Account isolation

• Reduce cost



What will we do next…

•Make use of Hadoop and Cloud

Video searching

Data mining

…

•Hive and HBase

e.g. 



Unsolved problems


